
RRIPO ROLE MODEL AWARDS 
Presented at Assembly: 4 March 2022 

Gr First +S Value Reason for Award 

PB Lucy R Optimism Congratulations on always approaching your tasks with a positive mindset. Keep up the good work. 

PB Jayden H Optimism Well done on always being happy to try new things for your learning. You are always positive in your approach. Keep it up. 

PM Daniel A Responsibility For being a great role model to his peers by sitting down quietly to complete his work. Great work, Daniel! 

PM Amelia A Pride For always taking her time with her work to complete it to the best of her ability. Keep up the great work, Amelia! 

PS Luca B Optimism For “giving it a go” with all his learning tasks. Awesome work Luca! 

PS Jemima W Respect For always including others during playtime. Thank you Jemima! 

PU Olivia L Responsibility For always using detail in her drawings to make them a 3 Star drawing! Well done Olivia, keep up the fantastic work! 

PU Ryder M Optimism For being brave at school and persevering in all learning tasks until the end of the day! Congratulations Ryder! 

1E Isabella F Pride  For taking care with her handwriting and trying very hard to write the letters correctly. Keep up the great effort Isabella! 

1E Archer G Respect For being a kind friend to everyone in the class and helping them out when needed. Thank you Archer! 

1M Laura C Responsibility For showing great maturity and being responsible with all the classroom routines and tasks.  Wonderful effort Laura! 

1M Jade R Optimism For trying your hardest and persevering with all your learning activities. Keep up the hard work Jade! I’m very proud of you! 

1P Nicholas S Responsibility For always listening to instructions and trying his best! Fantastic work Nicholas! 

1P Ariana A Respect For always being kind and including others during group work or play time! Well done Ariana! 

1Y Jeremy H Pride For taking care with his work and completing it in a neat and colourful way. Keep up the amazing effort Jeremy! 

1Y Amelia B Optimism For having a positive attitude, giving everything a go and always trying her best. Congratulations on a great effort Amelia! 

2B Kaarthekan K Pride  For taking pride in his bookwork and completing all set activities to the best of his ability. Keep it up Kaarthekan! 

2B Charlotte Y Optimism  For always being a kind friend and classmate. Keep up your fantastic work Charlotte! 

2C Armaan J Pride For doing his very best Grade 2 work! Well done Armaan! 

2C Irina S Optimism For never giving up and asking for help when she needs it. Good thinking Irina! 

2D Harry H Responsibility For being a responsible learner by following all the classroom routines and completing all his tasks.  Wonderful effort Harry! 

 2D Claudia S Respect For being a kind friend to everyone in the class and always using her manners. Well done Claudia! 

2I Caspian V Responsibility For always trying hard to finish all of his work tasks on time. Well done, Caspian! 

2I Immy L Optimism For giving her best effort to every task, especially working hard at maths. Keep it up, Immy! 

3A Nelly P Optimism For having a positive attitude to all learning tasks this week. Well done Nelly! 

3A Xavier O Pride For continually challenging himself in his learning and trying his best in all academic areas. Well done Xavier! 

3B Chloe A Optimism For always embracing a challenge with a positive attitude and not being afraid to take risks with her learning. 

3B Zoe S Respect For showing kindness towards her friends and helping them during learning tasks. 
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3FC Lydia R Optimism  For accepting challenges with a smile and a fantastic ‘can do’ attitude. Keep it up! 

3FC Archer B Respect  For his respectful manner in which he treats his teachers and friends.  Fantastic Effort Archer! 

3P Max V Responsibility For looking after one and all and being an upstander for a classmate. Thank you Max, you are so caring.  

3P Maddison S Responsibility For being SO brave and confident when sharing your ‘brown paper bag’ items with the class. Go Maddison! 

4E Tamara G Optimism For her willingness to take on challenges and embrace mistakes! 

4E Cas A Respect For always offering a helping hand to his teachers and peers. 

4G Delta C Optimism Always coming to school and trying hard. 

4G Lucas C Respect For always speaking to teachers and peers with Respect. 

4K Campbell W Pride Showing Pride in writing sessions and publishing an impressive piece! 

4K Leena B Pride Showing Pride in writing sessions and publishing an impressive piece! 

4TF Jaden T Pride  For working hard in Maths lessons and explaining his thinking well.  

4TF Millie R Optimism  For her amazing attitude and contribution to class discussions.  

5D Alexander F Optimism For consistently trying his best with all of his learning even when it's challenging. Awesome work! 

5D Eden W Responsibility For showing incredible sportsmanship during interschool sport. Amazing effort Eden! 

5M Katara H Responsibility For settling so well into school life and always displaying the RRIPO values. 

5M Nathan M Respect For going out of his way to organise the Blitzmaster folders and always treating others with respect. 

5P Isabelle D Pride For being incredibly well organised and showing pride in all her school work.  

5P Isaac E Respect For being a respectful student to both his friends and teachers and always using terrific manners.  

6F Mahan A Integrity  For always doing the right thing in and outside the classroom and looking out for his friends. 

6F Sarah H Pride For always tying her best in her schoolwork and challenging herself to further her understanding.  

6K Nick E Pride For always completing his schoolwork to the best of his ability. Keep up the great work ethic Nick! 

6K Caitlin K Responsibility For being extra responsible in her role as sustainability captain and looking after the school’s chickens. Very proud of you Caitlin! 

Mandarin Austin G - 4TF Responsibility For showing a positive outlook and attitude in the classroom. 

Perform.Art Elie R - 2B Optimism For always bringing a warm and positive energy to the Performing Arts classroom.  

PE Leonidas C - 5D Responsibility For stepping out of his comfort zone and trialling new things during P.E sessions. Keep it up Leonidas! 

STEM Ollie D - 2I Optimism For always bringing a great attitude to STEM and being happy to share his ideas, even if he is unsure. 

Visual Arts Lucas C - 4G All Values Lucas demonstrated all of the school values when appraising another student's work and using the term 'colour saturation’. 

 


